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Abstract-Past few years have seen an extensive use of high-density RAM chips with wide I/O data (e.g., 16, 32, 64 bits) in computer memory systems. These chips are highly vulnerable to a special type of byte error, called an m-spotty byte error, which can be effectively detected or corrected using byte error-control codes.
In this paper, we present joint m-spotty weight enumerator and split m-spottyweight enumerator for byte error-control codes over the ring of integers modulo`(` 2 is an integer) and over arbitrary finite fields. We also derive MacWilliams type identities for each of the aforementioned enumerators and discuss some of their applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPUTER memory systems use RAM chips with a -bit I/O data, known as a byte. In recent years, there has been a lot of usage of high-density RAM chips with wide I/O data of 16, 32, or 64 bits, which are highly susceptible to multiple random bit errors when exposed to strong electromagnetic waves, radio active particles or high energy cosmic rays. To make these memory systems more reliable, byte error-control codes are widely used in which the check bits are used in proportion with the byte length . One of the major disadvantage of using byte error-control Reed-Solomon codes is that for large byte length , the number of check-bits may exceed the number of data-bits, thereby lowering information rate of the code [1] , [2] , [7] . To overcome this, a new type of byte error known as spotty byte error has been introduced in which the error occurs at random or fewer bits within a -bit byte [1] . If more than one spotty byte error occur within a -bit byte, then it is known as a multiple spotty byte error or -spotty byte error [2] .
For binary byte error-control codes, Suzuki et al. [3] defined -spotty weight enumerator and proved a MacWilliams type identity, which relates -spotty weight enumerator of a code with that of its dual code. Ozen and Siap [4] and Siap [5] extended this result to arbitrary finite fields and to the ring with , respectively. Siap [6] defined -spotty Lee weight and -spotty Lee weight enumerator for byte error-control codes over the ring of integers modulo 4, and proved a MacWilliams type identity for the same. Now let be either the finite field of order ( is a prime power) or the ring of integers modulo . In this paper, we introduce joint -spotty weight enumerator for byte error-control codes over , study some of its applications and derive MacWilliams type identities for the same. We also present split -spotty weight enumerator for byte error-control codes over , establish a MacWilliams type identity for it and discuss some of its applications. The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section II, we state some basic results which we need to prove our main theorems. In Section III, we define joint -spotty weight enumerator for byte error-control codes over and study some of its applications (Theorem 12). We also establish MacWilliams type identities for joint -spotty weight enumerator (Theorem 20). In Section IV, we introduce split -spotty weight enumerator for byte error-control codes over , derive a MacWilliams type identity for the same (Theorem 25), and study some of its applications (Theorems 28 and 31). In Section V, we illustrate our results with some examples.
II. SOME PRELIMINARIES Let be a finite commutative ring with unity and be a positive integer. For a positive divisor of , a byte error-control code (or linear code) of length and byte length over is defined as an -submodule of . Let for some positive integer . Note that every vector can be represented as , where for each , the vector is called the th byte of . Then for any two vectors , , the inner product of and is defined as where and are the th bytes of and , respectively. Now let be a byte error-control code of length over having byte length . Then the dual code of , denoted , is defined as and it is easy to see that is also a byte error-control code in having the same byte length . Next we proceed to define -spotty weight enumerator of byte error-control codes as defined by Suzuki et al. [3] . For this, we need the following definitions:
Let be a fixed integer. A byte error is said to be a spotty byte error or -error if or fewer bit errors have occurred in a -bit byte.
Definition 2: [7] If more than one spotty byte error (or -error) occur in a -bit byte, then the error is called an -spotty or multiple spotty byte error. 
III. JOINT -SPOTTY WEIGHT ENUMERATOR
In this section, we define and study joint -spotty weight enumerator for a pair of byte error-control codes over , analogous to the concept of joint weight enumerator for linear codes. For this, we first prove the following proposition. 
where and are the Hamming weights of and , respectively.
Let denote the least nonnegative residue of an integer modulo . Now we define the functions , , as follows:
Applying Lemma 8, using (1) and (2), it is easy to see that and This proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 7:
For and in with each , , we define
From this, we get
. By Lemma 9, we have for each , . This gives . One can similarly show, using Lemma 9 again, that . This completes the proof of the proposition. Now we are ready to define joint -spotty weight enumerator for a pair of byte error-control codes over .
Definition 10: Let and be byte error-control codes of length and byte length over . Then the joint -spotty weight enumerator of the codes and is defined as where , and are functions from into , as defined by (3)
-(8).
Remark 11: When , the joint -spotty weight enumerator coincides with the one defined in [10] .
In the following theorem, we prove that the joint -spotty weight enumerator generalizes -spotty weight enumerator just like the joint probability density function generalizes single probability density function.
Theorem 12:
The joint -spotty weight enumerator of byte error-control codes and over satisfies the following properties:
, where is the -spotty weight enumerator of , (iv) , where is the -spotty weight enumerator of . 
A. MacWilliams Type Identities for Joint -Spotty Weight Enumerator
To derive MacWilliams type identities for joint -spotty weight enumerator of a pair of byte error-control codes over , we first define the following: (17) and (18).
Remark 21: Note that it is very hard to obtain the joint -spotty weight enumerator for a pair of byte error-control codes and when either of the two codes has a large size. Theorem 20 enables one to determine the same from the list of numbers 's for either the pair , or , or , , which is easier to obtain for at least one of the three pairs provided either of the two codes or has a large size.
To prove Theorem 20, we need to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 22: Let and be vectors in having Hamming weights and , respectively. If , then we have (i) .
(ii)
. Proof: (i) First of all, we observe that the sum equals We assert that this sum depends upon the Hamming weights , , of the vectors , , , respectively, and is equal to the polynomial . Since , is the number of positions where both and have simultaneous nonzero entries. Therefore from Fig. 1 , it is clear that the number of positions in which is nonzero and is zero, is given by ; the number of positions in which is zero and is nonzero, is given by ; and the number of positions where both and are zero, is given by . To prove the assertion, we consider the sum Fig. 1 This completes the proof of the theorem.
IV. SPLIT -SPOTTY WEIGHT ENUMERATOR
In analogy with the split weight enumerator for linear codes, we define split -spotty weight enumerator for a byte errorcontrol code over as follows:
Definition 23: Let be a byte error-control code of length over with byte length . Then the split -spotty weight enumerator of the code , denoted by , is defined as where the summation runs over all -tuples satisfying for each , .
A. MacWilliams Type Identity for Split -Spotty Weight Enumerator
To derive a MacWilliams type identity for split -spotty weight enumerator of a byte error-control code over , we first define the following polynomial: Definition 24: Let be a fixed integer. For an integer , we define the polynomial as (24) where for each , the polynomial is the well-known Krawtchouk polynomial [11] . (Here we assume that when or .)
Theorem 25: Let be a byte error-control code of length over with byte length and split -spotty weight enumerator as defined by (23). Then the split -spotty weight enumerator of the dual code over is given by where the summation runs over all -tuples satisfying for , and the polynomials 's are as defined by (24).
Remark 26: For a code of large size, it is very hard to compute the numbers , and hence to obtain its split -spotty weight enumerator. However, by applying Theorem 25, one can easily obtain split -spotty weight enumerator of the code . This is because, when is large, the size of its dual code will be smaller. Hence it is comparatively easier to compute the numbers for the code , from which one can easily obtain split -spotty weight enumerator of the code by applying Theorem 25.
To prove Theorem 25, we need the following lemma of [4] . For the sake of completeness, we also provide its proof.
Lemma 27: [4] Let be a fixed vector having Hamming weight . Then we have Proof: Consider the sum . We will show that this sum depends upon the Hamming weight of the vector and is equal to the polynomial . First let be a vector in having . Suppose that the vectors and both have nonzero components at positions out of nonzero positions of , which can be chosen in ways. The remaining nonzero positions of coincides with the zero positions of , which are in number, and can be chosen in ways (see Fig. 3 ).
Also as , the nonzero entries of appear at positions, say at . This gives . Therefore the sum is given by (assuming when or ). Since and both have nonzero bits in exactly positions out of , without any loss of generality, suppose that the nonzero bits of appear at the positions . That is, for . This gives for , as is a nontrivial additive character of . Also gives for .
Therefore we get
Since the Hamming weight of vector varies from 0 to as runs over all the elements of , the required sum is given by This equals the polynomial . Hence the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 25:
To prove this theorem, we will apply Lemma 6. (25) where the summation runs over all -tuples satisfying . Again applying Lemma 6 and using (25), we get which proves the identity.
It is easy to see that equivalent byte error-control codes have the same -spotty weight enumerator. However, their split -spotty weight enumerators may be different, as shown in the following theorem: 
B. An Application of Split -Spotty Weight Enumerator
In this section, we study an interesting application of the split -spotty weight enumerator. Suppose that is a byte error-control code of length over with byte length . Assuming -ary symmetric channel, let denote the bit-error probability in the th byte of the codewords of . In order to ensure reliability in data storage and transmission, we assume that for , ( , by nearest neighbour decoding, the decoder will decode to , which is not the transmitted codeword. This shows that, in either of the two cases, the error cannot be corrected, which completes the proof of the theorem.
V. EXAMPLES
In this section, we illustrate our results by computing joint -spotty weight enumerator and split -spotty weight enumerator with , as follows:
A. Joint -Spotty Weight Enumerator
Let be an -spotty byte error-control code of length 9 over with byte length and generator matrix given by Let be a ternary byte error-control code of length 9 and byte length 3, generated by
Since is large and is small, we apply Theorem 20 (i) to obtain joint -spotty weight enumerator of the codes and . For this, we need to compute Hamming weight distribution vectors of the codewords in and , which are given by Table I .
It is easy to see that the codewords and having Hamming weight distribution vectors as and , respectively, have and they contribute to the joint -spotty weight enumerator, where by (9), , and . Working in a similar way, we obtain the contributing polynomials for each triplet of , , and , which are given by Table II  (here for convenience, we write ). Now by Theorem 20 (i), the joint -spotty weight enumerator of and is given by 
B. Split -Spotty Weight Enumerator
Let be the code as defined in V-A. Here we apply Theorem 25 to compute split -spotty weight enumerator of the code . For this, first we need to compute the Hamming weight distribution vectors for the codewords of . It is easy to see that the codeword has Hamming weight distribution vector as and it contributes the polynomial to the split -spotty weight enumerator, where by (24), we have for each . Working similarly, we obtain the Hamming weight distribution vector and the contributing polynomials for the other codewords in , which are given by Table III . Therefore by Theorem 25, the split -spotty weight enumerator of the code is given by VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Let be either the finite field or the ring of integers modulo . In this paper, the joint -spotty weight enumerator and the split -spotty weight enumerator of byte error-control codes are introduced and studied with respect to -spotty Hamming weights, and the MacWilliams type identities are also derived for each of the two enumerators. In a subsequent work, we have derived the analogous results with respect to the -spotty Lee weight [13] . In a recent work, we have also generalized the concept of joint -spotty weight enumerator to the -fold case with respect to both -spotty Hamming and Lee weights, and derived the corresponding MacWilliams identities [14] , [15] .
It would be interesting to derive Gleason's theorem and its generalizations for self-dual ( -spotty) byte error-control codes using our joint -spotty weight enumerator and invariant theory. These results will enable one to classify self-dual byte error-control codes over .
